Abstract. D. Wan very recently proved an asymptotic version of a conjecture of Hansen and Mullen concerning the distribution of irreducible polynomials over finite fields. In this note we prove that the conjecture is true in general by using machine calculation to verify the open cases remaining after Wan's work. Clearly (B1) must be an exception, for otherwise f (x) is divisible by x. As for (B2), in characteristic two every element of F q is a square, and so x 2 + a 0 = (x+b) As Wan indicates in [6, p. 1197], "Actually the number of possible exceptions is much smaller. It should be quite realistic to completely settle Conjecture B by detailed arguments with perhaps some computer calculations." The purpose of this note is to point out that Conjecture B is indeed true in general.
For a prime power q let F q denote the finite field of order q. Hansen and Mullen in [4, p. 641 
] raise
Conjecture B. Let a ∈ F q and let n ≥ 2 be a positive integer. Fix an integer j with 0 ≤ j < n. Then there exists an irreducible polynomial f (x) = x n + n−1 k=0 a k x k over F q with a j = a except when (B1) q arbitrary and j = a = 0; (B2) q = 2 m , n = 2, j = 1, and a = 0.
Clearly (B1) must be an exception, for otherwise f (x) is divisible by x. As for (B2), in characteristic two every element of F q is a square, and so x 2 + a 0 = (x+b) As Wan indicates in [6, p. 1197] , "Actually the number of possible exceptions is much smaller. It should be quite realistic to completely settle Conjecture B by detailed arguments with perhaps some computer calculations." The purpose of this note is to point out that Conjecture B is indeed true in general.
We begin by first noting that Corollary 5.6 (and Corollary 5.3 for q = 2) of Wan [6] actually provide a smaller list of possible exceptions. We state these refinements as
By machine calculation each of the exceptions from Theorem 2 was checked and indeed an irreducible with the specified conditions to satisfy Conjecture B was found. However rather than listing all of these polynomials, we have provided in Table A a collection of irreducibles, which along with use of the elementary fact that if a polynomial f (x) is irreducible over F q , then so is the reciprocal polynomial f * (x) = x n f(1/x), shows that in all of the exceptional cases, there is indeed an irreducible with the specified property.
The following conventions have been used in listing the various polynomials. The coefficients of a polynomial are listed from highest degree on the left, to lowest degree on the right. In addition, capital letters A, B, . . . , I are used to denote the numbers 10, 11, . . . , 18. Thus for q = 19 and n = 3, the polynomial x 3 +3x 2 +11x+1 is represented by 13B1.
For each non-prime value of q, in addition to the values of q = p m and the degree n, we have also listed a primitive polynomial f (x) of degree m over F p . Hence any root α of f (x) multiplicatively generates the non-zero elements of F q . Define * by α * = 0. Then for j = * , 0, 1, . . . , q − 2, we list the element α j ∈ F q by j. Thus for the case q = 2 2 , n = 3, and f(x) = x 2 + x + 1, the irreducible polynomial x 3 + 0x 2 + αx + 1 of degree 3 over F 4 is listed as 0 * 10. 
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Since every primitive polynomial over F q is irreducible over F q , we also briefly discuss the following conjecture concerning the distribution of primitive polynomials. Along with use of tables of irreducibles such as Table C of Lidl and Niederreiter [5] , the motivation for Conjecture B initially arose from the main result of Cohen [1] . Cohen proved in [1] that if n ≥ 2 and a ∈ F q with a = 0 if n = 2 or if n = 3 and q = 4, then there exists a primitive polynomial of degree n over F q with trace a. As a generalization of Cohen's result, we also state the following conjecture from [4] concerning the distribution of primitive polynomials:
Conjecture A. Let a, n, j be as in Conjecture B. Then there exists a primitive polynomial f (x) = x n + n−1 k=0 a k x k of degree n over F q with a j = a except when (A1) q arbitrary, j = 0, and a = (−1) n α, where α ∈ F q is a primitive element; (A2) q arbitrary, n = 2, j = 1, and a = 0; (A3) q = 4, n = 3, j = 2, and a = 0; (A4) q = 4, n = 3, j = 1, and a = 0; (A5) q = 2, n = 4, j = 2, and a = 1.
Conjecture A states that with five exceptions, there exists a primitive polynomial of degree n over F q with the coefficient of any fixed power of x prescribed in advance. The five exceptions are indeed necessary because in those cases, there are no polynomials with the desired property. Once again one can ask to what extent one can specify more than one coefficient in advance. For example Cohen asks in [2] whether there is some function c(n) (such as log n, √ n, or n/4) so that there is a primitive with c(n) coefficients specified in advance, where denotes the greatest integer function. For a recent partial result in this direction, we refer to Han [3] who shows that for n ≥ 7, there is a primitive polynomial of degree n over F q with the coefficents of both x n−1 and x n−2 specified in advance.
